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QUESTION 1

A marketing organization is designing a Mule application to process campaign data. The Mule application will
periodically check for a file in a SFTP location and process the records in the file. The size of the file can vary from
10MB to 5GB. Due to the limited availabiltty of vCores, the Mule application is deployed to a single CloudHub worker
configured with vCore size 0.2. 

The application must transform and send different formats of this file to three different downstream SFTP locations. 

What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) and performant way to configure the SFTP operations or
event sources to process the large files to support these deployment requirements? 

A. Use an in-memory repeatable stream 

B. Use a file-stored non-repeatable stream 

C. Use an in-memory non-repeatable stream 

D. Use a file-stored repeatable stream 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.4/streaming-about 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration team follows MuleSoft\\'s recommended approach to full lifecycle API development. 

Which activity should this team perform during the API implementation phase? 

A. Validate the API specification 

B. Use the API specification to build the MuleSoft application 

C. Design the API specification 

D. Use the API specification to monitor the MuleSoft application 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization has an HTTPS-enabled Mule application named Orders API that receives requests from another Mule
application named Process Orders. 

The communication between these two Mule applications must be secured by TLS mutual authentication (two-way
TLS). 

At a minimum, what must be stored in each truststore and keystore of these two Mule applications to properly support
two-way TLS between the two Mule applications while properly protecting each Mule application\\'s keys? 
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A. Orders API truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key and
public key 

B. Orders API truststore: The Orders API private key and public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders
private key public key 

C. Orders API truststore: The Process Orders public key Orders API keystore: The Orders API private key and public
key Process Orders truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key
and public key 

D. Orders API truststore: The Process Orders public key Orders API keystore: The Orders API private key Process
Orders truststore: The Orders API public key Process Orders keystore: The Process Orders private key 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.caeliusconsulting.com/blogs/one-way-and-two-way-tls-and-their- implementation-in-mulesoft/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A Mule application is being designed To receive nightly a CSV file containing millions of records from an external vendor
over SFTP, The records from the file need to be validated, transformed. And then written to a database. Records can be
inserted into the database in any order. 

In this use case, what combination of Mule components provides the most effective and performant way to write these
records to the database? 

A. Use a Parallel for Each scope to Insert records one by one into the database 

B. Use a Scatter-Gather to bulk insert records into the database 

C. Use a Batch job scope to bulk insert records into the database. 

D. Use a DataWeave map operation and an Async scope to insert records one by one into the database. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Correct answer is Use a Batch job scope to bulk insert records into the database 

* Batch Job is most efficient way to manage millions of records. 

A few points to note here are as follows : 

Reliability: If you want reliabilty while processing the records, i.e should the processing survive a runtime crash or other
unhappy scenarios, and when restarted process all the remaining records, if yes then go for batch as it uses persistent 

queues. Error Handling: In Parallel for each an error in a particular route will stop processing the remaining records in
that route and in such case you\\'d need to handle it using on error continue, batch process does not stop during such
error 

instead you can have a step for failures and have a dedicated handling in it. 

Memory footprint: Since question said that there are millions of records to process, parallel for each will aggregate all
the processed records at the end and can possibly cause Out Of Memory. 
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Batch job instead provides a BatchResult in the on complete phase where you can get the count of failures and
success. For huge file processing if order is not a concern definitely go ahead with Batch Job 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization has various integrations implemented as Mule applications. Some of these Mule applications are
deployed to custom hosted Mule runtimes (on-premises) while others execute in the MuleSoft-hosted runtime plane
(CloudHub). To perform the Integra functionality, these Mule applications connect to various backend systems, with
multiple applications typically needing to access the backend systems. 

How can the organization most effectively avoid creating duplicates in each Mule application of the credentials required
to access the backend systems? 

A. Create a Mule domain project that maintains the credentials as Mule domain-shared resources Deploy the Mule
applications to the Mule domain, so the credentials are available to the Mule applications 

B. Store the credentials in properties files in a shared folder within the organization\\'s data center Have the Mule
applications load properties files from this shared location at startup 

C. Segregate the credentials for each backend system into environment-specific properties files Package these
properties files in each Mule application, from where they are loaded at startup 

D. Configure or create a credentials service that returns the credentials for each backend system, and that is accessible
from customer-hosted and MuleSoft-hosted Mule runtimes Have the Mule applications toad the properties at startup by
invoking that credentials service 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

* "Create a Mule domain project that maintains the credentials as Mule domain-shared resources" is wrong as domain
project is not supported in Cloudhub * We should Avoid Creating duplicates in each Mule application but below two
options cause duplication of credentials - Store the credentials in properties files in a shared folder within the
organization\\'s data center. Have the Mule applications load properties files from this shared location at startup -
Segregate the credentials for each backend system into environment- specific properties files. Package these properties
files in each Mule application, from where they are loaded at startup So these are also wrong choices * Credentials
service is the best approach in this scenario. Mule domain projects are not supported on CloudHub. Also its is not
recommended to have multiple copies of configuration values as this makes difficult to maintain Use the Mule
Credentials Vault to encrypt data in a .properties file. (In the context of this document, we refer to the .properties file
simply as the properties file.) The properties file in Mule stores data as key-value pairs which may contain information
such as usernames, first and last names, and credit card numbers. A Mule application may access this data as it
processes messages, for example, to acquire login credentials for an external Web service. However, though this
sensitive, private data must be stored in a properties file for Mule to access, it must also be protected against
unauthorized ?and potentially malicious ?use by anyone with access to the Mule application 

 

QUESTION 6

An organization has defined a common object model in Java to mediate the communication between different Mule
applications in a consistent way. A Mule application is being built to use this common object model to process
responses from 

a SOAP API and a REST API and then write the processed results to an order management system. 
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The developers want Anypoint Studio to utilize these common objects to assist in creating mappings for various
transformation steps in the Mule application. 

What is the most idiomatic (used for its intended purpose) and performant way to utilize these common objects to map
between the inbound and outbound systems in the Mule application? 

A. Use JAXB (XML) and Jackson (JSON) data bindings 

B. Use the WSS module 

C. Use the Java module 

D. Use the Transform Message component 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/3.9/understanding-mule-configuration 

 

QUESTION 7

As a part of project requirement, client will send a stream of data to mule application. Payload size can vary between
10mb to 5GB. Mule application is required to transform the data and send across multiple sftp servers. Due to the cost
cuttings in the organization, mule application can only be allocated one worker with size of 0.2 vCore. 

As an integration architect , which streaming strategy you would suggest to handle this scenario? 

A. In-memory non repeatable stream 

B. File based non-repeatable stream 

C. In-memory repeatable stream 

D. File based repeatable storage 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

As the question says that data needs to be sent across multiple sftp serves , we cannot use non-repeatable streams.
The non-repeatable strategy disables repeatable streams, which enables you to read an input stream only once. 

You cant use in memory storage because with 0.2 vcore you will get only 1 GB of heap memory. Hence application will
error out for file more than 1 GB. 

Hence the correct option is file base repeatable stream 

 

QUESTION 8

An organization has just developed a Mule application that implements a REST API. The mule application will be
deployed to a cluster of customer hosted Mule runtimes. 

What additional infrastructure component must the customer provide in order to distribute inbound API requests across
the Mule runtimes of the cluster? 
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A. A message broker 

B. An HTTP Load Balancer 

C. A database 

D. An Object Store 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is An HTTP Load Balancer. 

Key thing to note here is that we are deploying application to customer hosted Mule runtime. This means we will need
load balancer to route the requests to different instances of the cluster. 

Rest all options are distractors and their requirement depends on project use case. 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer is examining the responses from a RESTful web service that is compliant with the Mypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP/1.1) a8 defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 

In this HTTP/1.1-compliant web service, which class of HTTP response status codes should be specified to indicate
when client requests are successfully received, understood, and accepted by the web service? 

A. 3xx 

B. 2xx 

C. 4xx 

D. 5xx 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A leading bank implementing new mule API. 

The purpose of API to fetch the customer account balances from the backend application and display them on the
online platform the online banking platform. The online banking platform will send an array of accounts to Mule API get
the account balances. 

As a part of the processing the Mule API needs to insert the data into the database for auditing purposes and this
process should not have any performance related implications on the account balance retrieval flow How should this
requirement be implemented to achieve better throughput? 

A. Implement the Async scope fetch the data from the backend application and to insert records in the Audit database 

B. Implement a for each scope to fetch the data from the back-end application and to insert records into the Audit
database 

C. Implement a try-catch scope to fetch the data from the back-end application and use the Async scope to insert
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records into the Audit database 

D. Implement parallel for each scope to fetch the data from the backend application and use Async scope to insert the
records into the Audit database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

According to MuleSoft\\'s IT delivery and operating model, which approach can an organization adopt in order to reduce
the frequency of IT project delivery failures? 

A. Decouple central IT projects from the innovation that happens within each line of business 

B. Adopt an enterprise data model 

C. Prevent technology sprawl by reducing production of API assets 

D. Stop scope creep by centralizing requirements-gathering 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 

An organization is designing a Mule application to receive data from one external business partner. The two companies
currently have no shared IT infrastructure and do not want to establish one. Instead, all communication should be over
the public internet (with no VPN). 

What Anypoint Connector can be used in the organization\\'s Mule application to securely receive data from this external
business partner? 

A. File connector 
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B. VM connector 

C. SFTP connector 

D. Object Store connector 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

*

 Object Store and VM Store is used for sharing data inter or intra mule applications in same setup. Can\\'t be used with
external Business Partner 

*

 Also File connector will not be useful as the two companies currently have no shared IT infrastructure. It\\'s specific for
local use. 

*

 Correct answer is SFTP connector. The SFTP Connector implements a secure file transport channel so that your Mule
application can exchange files with external resources. SFTP uses the SSH security protocol to transfer messages. You
can implement the SFTP endpoint as an inbound endpoint with a one-way exchange pattern, or as an outbound
endpoint configured for either a one-way or request-response exchange pattern. 

 

QUESTION 13

When the mule application using VM is deployed to a customer-hosted cluster or multiple cloudhub workers, how are
messages consumed by the Mule engine? 

A. in non-deterministic way 

B. by starting an XA transaction for each new message 

C. in a deterministic way 

D. the primary only in order to avoid duplicate processing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which component of Anypoint platform belongs to the platform control plane? 

A. Runtime Fabric 

B. Runtime Replica 

C. Anypoint Connectors 

D. API Manager 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

When using Anypoint Platform across various lines of business with their own Anypoint Platform business groups, what
configuration of Anypoint Platform is always performed at the organization level as opposed to at the business group
level? 

A. Environment setup 

B. Identity management setup 

C. Role and permission setup 

D. Dedicated Load Balancer setup 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

* Roles are business group specific. Configure identity management in the Anypoint Platform master organization. As
the Anypoint Platform organization administrator, you can configure identity management in Anypoint Platform to set up
users for single sign-on (SSO). * Roles and permissions can be set up at business group and organization level also.
But Identity Management setup is only done at Organization level * Business groups are self-contained resource groups
that contain Anypoint Platform resources such as applications and APIs. Business groups provide a way to separate
and control access to Anypoint Platform resources because users have access only to the busine 
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